UNLOCKING REAL-TIME,
CUSTOMIZABLE AND
COMPETITIVE POWER
MARKET INSIGHTS

QUICKSIGNALS
In nodal power markets, everything can change in a second. In this quick-moving
and volatile environment, Real-time traders and asset operators need quick data
that keeps them ahead of the markets.

Yes Energy's QuickSignals product translates market noise into timely, actionable,
and customizable insight. QuickSignals allows you to configure custom dashboards
highlighting the data points you care about in your decision to enter or exit a
position. Low-latency data delivery straight to your dashboard allows you to stay on
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top of market opportunities as they materialize in real-time. Additionally,
QuickSignals includes pre-built widgets like tickers for prices and constraints, live
load curves, volatility indicators, and time-series graphs. Watchlists and
customizable alert conditions including format and frequency allow you to keep a
pulse on the market components that matter most to you. QuickSignals is integrated
with our PowerSignals solution, making it easy to drill down from a single tick in your
QuickSignals dashboard to the robust history and analytics available in
PowerSignals.

CAPABILITIES
High speed ISO market monitoring
Configure an unlimited number of dashboards
Create hundreds of key market indicators
Custom alerts to keep up with critical events
Stay connected with QuickSignals mobile

DATA INSIGHTS THAT
POWER YOUR BUSINESS
PRODUCT FEATURES
Live updates fed by valuable ISO market data
Prices, constraints, outages, weather, and load
Custom text, email, and screen alert messages and sounds
Pre-built Dashboards to get started fast
Drag and drop dashboard widgets make dashboard configuration easy
Create and share unlimited dashboards
Mobile app keeps you alerted on the go
Drill from QuickSignals dynamic display to PowerSignals' extensive history and
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analytics

ABOUT YES ENERGY
Yes Energy is the leader in power market data. Founded in Boulder, Colorado, Yes
Energy set out on a mission to deliver nodal power traders powerful, insightful,
actionable data - it now offers the most robust, high-quality data in the industry.
Yes Energy creates innovative data solutions to power the businesses of not only
nodal power traders, but also power marketers originators, asset developers, asset
operators, and the Middle Office.

TO SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION OR LIVE DEMO
CONTACT US

